the West is even able to tell the 'truth' to non-Western cultures in this case Eastern cultures about their past and present conditions, as the West is capable of representing the Orient more authentically than the Orient can itself. Such a 'truthful' representation not only aids the colonizer or imperialist in justifying his actions, but also serves to weaken the resistance of 'the Other' by changing the way in which 'the Other' views itself.
When one hears of the concept of representation in the media, the first thing that comes to mind is the idea of truthfulness. Some probably think an appropriate representation of an event in the media comes about when the presenter tells the truth. However, there are things other than telling or not telling the truth that make up the process of representation, especially when it comes to representing the Orient. The context in which a certain story is presented as well as the wording and the language of the story is also of importance when encountering representation. This is exactly where the power of the media lies. Hence, the problem is not merely whether or not the truth is told, but how the truth (or, as the case may be, non-truth) is told by the media.
One element that helps explain this point is the role that simplification and emphasis play. When something happens somewhere in the world, different media outlets present it with emphasis put on different aspects of the event. In one media outlet only a shadow of the event is described, while in another the description is more colorful than the event was in reality. This is what we may call a distortion of the truth, whether intentional or not. Emphasizing certain elements of an event and deemphasizing other elements can often be in line with the interest of the owner or owners of a particular media outlet. That is one reason why different versions of "truth" are created or constructed to serve different interests and purposes.
The form of "truth" or distortion that is of concern here is an ideological one rather than a technical one; that is, one in which emphasis of any kind regularly backs a specific interest. The distortion may not always be intentional, because the expert or analyst, whatever his or her background, could have been trained under the illusion that knowledge and education are essentially neutral and are not tools that can also be used by contending centers of Hence, history and the present is told from the point of view of Western governments, conquerors, and diplomats, because they deserve universal acceptance in the face of the uncivilized Other.
The story of Iran's presidential election was intensely covered in the websites of the three news outlets mentioned in this paper's title and seems to be an appropriate example of Orientalism at play. From June 1 to July 18, CNN published 130 articles, The New York Times 142 articles, and The Washington Post 72 articles. This is an enormous number, a total of 344 articles and an average of more than 2 articles per day per website. However, in order to come up with a more in-depth review this paper covers the first 20 days of June, so as to include both pre-election and post-election events that took place in Iran. In this period of 20 days, a total of 152 articles were published on the CNN, Washington Post, and New York Times websites together.
A wide range of issues and events were focused upon in these websites but this paper discusses four main topics:
The candidates and their supporters Speculations on the election before it was held
The election as rigged Polls that predicted the election results
The Candidates and their Supporters
The way candidates and their supporters were described is interesting. However, as most of the attention was given to two of the candidates, here we only talk about these two candidates and overlook the other two. Obviously, the best person to start with is President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. The word that most often followed his name was "hard-liner" and his alleged failure in managing the Iranian economy was the topic that was emphasized. Throughout this period, these websites mention almost no positive aspect of Dr.
Ahmadinejad's leadership, whether domestic or foreign. The overall picture given was of a "hard-liner" who threatens the world with his alleged denial of the Holocaust, who insists on pursuing the Iranian nuclear program, and who had ruined the country with his "military-backed" government. He was regularly presented as having little support among religious scholars, clerics, the youth, women, and the educated. Hence, according to these news outlets, nearly all of the population was excluded from the list of his supporters. The only people these websites named as supporters of the President were the poor and those who lived in rural areas. Just like the term "hard-liner" that was widely used to describe the president, the word "poor" was often associated with his supporters. Below are a few examples of how Ahmadinejad's supporters were described: 17, quotes Gary Sick, who for years worked in the U.S. National Security Council, as saying, "Mousavi was around in some tough times, he has not shown any signs of being intimidated by all this." 10) Even in articles where his previous background as a "hard-line revolutionary" is discussed, the authors emphasize that he is no longer a revolutionary or a hard-liner; but rather that he has turned into "a pragmatic manager." 11) It was not only the candidate himself who was portrayed by these media outlets in such a positive light, but his wife too was regularly praised. She was admired for "sporting a floral hijab that taunted grey-black officialdom" 12) and for being "a prominent academic," 13) or "a much-admired academic. The Washington Post: But he entered the race on a main promise to stand up to Ahmadinejad, which has earned him the support of influential clerics, politicians and young people alike. 18)
Speculations on the Election Before it was Held
In many of the articles, speculation on the results of the election can be found. 
Representing the Election as Rigged
When the election ended, the three news outlets reported adamantly 
The Polls that Predicted the Results
There are three groups of polls: the polls allegedly conducted by the opponents to the Iranian president, polls conducted by foreign organizations in Iran, and polls carried out by Iranian academic and research institutes. The reaction to these polls were very interesting.
The first group (if they actually existed) was presented to be more reliable than the others: As these examples show, articles on these websites regularly spoke of numerous polls ("All the polls ") that had predicted the victory of Mir Hosssein Mousavi but they never gave any specific information about the supposed polls. In fact, to date there is no evidence that any meaningful polls were carried out by Mousavi supporters; after the elections such claims were not repeated. In fact, only one known poll was carried out by a research institute that was headed by a June 8, , http://www.nytimes.com/2009 /06/08/world/middleeast/08iran.html?scp =1 &s q=%22 I n%2 0I r a n , %20 Ha r s h %2 0Ta l k%2 0a s %2 0El e c t i on % 20Nears%22&st=cse. Nevertheless, the way these websites represented the polls that predicted Ahmadinejad as the winner was very different. These polls were often referred to with suspicion and reporters for the three news providers were clearly attempting to undermine them even though they were carried out by American institutes: American news providers presented the two main presidential candidates very differently. One was portrayed as enlightened and moderate, while the other was depicted as crude and irrational. While in the United States it is widely believed that the media is relatively credible in the way it presents the news, critics often believe that the U.S. media is Orientalist in the way it approaches non-Western countries and especially Muslim countries. According to critics, countries that are politically at odds with the United States, such as Iran, are presented in an almost completely negative light. In this article, election coverage from the New York Times, The Washington Post, as well as the CNN website is analyzed to determine the approach these news agencies took to the presidential election as well as the degree to which they stuck to the facts on the ground. The paper concludes that all three media outlets were highly biased in their coverage and that they regularly dismissed or ignored facts while repeatedly making claims that were unsubstantiated.
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